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Part A: Narrative Report 
Summary  
 
Our project, titled “Interpretation and Translation for Language Justice,” helped ensure language justice 
within our campaign by utilizing funding from the Projects for Peace prize to hire and compensate 
translators, who translate written text, and interpreters, who translate speech in real-time. Translation and 
interpretation are critical to build solidarity across movement spaces and to work across artificial borders. 
 
Project Description  
 
One of our campaign’s priorities is centering the Global South in all our collective processes as we build 
practices in solidarity with the most impacted communities. Language justice is fundamental to ensure 
inclusion and participation of all chapters of the campaign and working groups. Thus, we are committed to 
supporting translation and interpretation to ensure all voices are heard and facilitating in chapters 
implementing their strategic goals.  
 
We currently require translators and interpreters in Haitian Creole, Portuguese, and Spanish in a variety 
of our cross-chapter, working group, and campaign communications to better share resources with and 
continuing learning from our members in Haiti, Brazil, Spain, and members in English-speaking countries 
for whom English is not the first language. Current campaign communications are predominantly in 
English, a present reality made possible from centuries from British colonialism and empire. Even as we 
center the Global South, in our political orientations, the fact that the majority of our events and 
communications are in English exclude non-English speaking members, which does not allow for them to 
be a part of our most radical and courageous chapters from organizing spaces and opportunities. 
Furthermore, every month our working groups meet twice a month for six hours total at the very minimum; 
these include but are not limited to campaign-wide all-chapter calls, political education calls and 
communications Although email and WhatsApp have been the primary forms of communication for 
upcoming events, political education resources, and opportunities to organize together, we only have 
funding for two calls a month and minimum email translation for our largest events. Given that members 
in Haiti, Brazil, and Spain have requested non-English meetings and resources, we chose our host sites 
based on need and equity; local relationships with our translators, interpreters, and to the chapters 
themselves made this project possible.  
 
A change to our original plan reflected the flexibility of the campaign in responding to current struggles. 
One working group that arose during the project’s implementation was the Global South Vaccine Equity 
Coalition to respond to racial capitalization, vaccine inequity, and the historical and contemporary 
relationships between the responses to HIV and COVID. We did not originally plan interpretation and 
translation for another working group, but adjusted for language justice and to redistribute power in the 
campaign. 
 
No other fundraising efforts contributed to this project.  
 
Opportunities for continuing the work on this issue are to continuing having translators and interpreters 
across our meetings and to create a strong structure for language justice within the campaign.  

 
Reflection 
 



As the Editorial Departments of Renmin Ribao and Hongqi once published in their comment “Two 
Different Lines on the Question of War and Peace, “World peace can be won only through struggle by the 
people of all countries and not by begging the imperialists for it. Peace can be effectively safeguarded 
only by relying on the masses of the people and waging a tit-for-tat struggle against the imperialist 
policies of aggression and war.”  

Although the campaign focuses on issues of health, anti-imperialism and health are deeply 
interconnected—the campaign recognizes this and is global in nature. By implementing language justice, 
through translation and interpretation in multiple languages for more chapter members from Haiti, Brazil, 
and Spain to attend and participate in our all-chapter, political education, and working group calls, 
chapters were able to better support each other in recognizing the global nature of racism while sharing 
organizing lessons. Our cross-chapter working groups invited non-English speaking guests and 
collaborated with non-English speaking organizations. Overall, there was a deeper learning, growing and 
sharing of lessons. Increased translation and interpretation allowed for emerging spaces and 
redistribution of power in terms of leadership and expertise from those who are most directly impacted.  

One challenge, as reference earlier, was pivoting to center language justice in a new working group. 
What we learned in doing so was similar to many other lessons in the campaign—to move at the speed of 
trust.  
 
This project has encouraged me to think more critically about my own language practices and how I make 
spaces I am in accessible. For example, I am looking into strengthening my current language skills to 
achieve greater fluency and am learning more about captioning in virtual meetings and building 
accessible presentations.  
 
Personal Statement 
 
As a project, Interpretation and Translation for Language Justice was invaluable in moving some of the 
Campaign Against Racism’s goals forward, especially around global matters of injustice such as the US 
military occupation of Haiti, the deportation of Haitian peoples, and making vaccines accessible, 
available, and affordable to people in the Global South. 
 
 
 


